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TRUSTED HOMECARE SERVICES
Our mission is to assess the needs of each client to help them maintain
their independence while living in their own homes and communities.

Services
• Healthcare Staffing Services
• Licensed RNs and LPNs
• Companion/Homemaker
• Assisted Living
• Respite Care

• Meal Preparation
• Housekeeping
• Shopping & Errands
• Transportation to 
   Doctor Visits

561.314.3976
WWW.TRUSTEDHCS.COM

Revocable Living TrustTRUSTED LAW
AMANDA ACHONG, ESQ ATTENTION SENIORS:

• Why Forbes Magazine says that the middle class may need living trusts
• Why a will may not avoid probate
• How a living trust may avoid probate
• Why you may have probate in more than one state if you own out-of-state real property
• How a trust may protect your child’s inheritance from divorce
• How a trust may protect your child’s inheritance from sons-in-law and daughters-in-law

VA/MEDICAID
BENEFITS
YOU MAY
QUALIFY
Regardless of your assets

• Live-in Care
• Personal Care
• End of Life/Hospice Care
• Chronic Illness/
   Disability Care

Office located in Boca Raton 

Call Today! 1.800.731.8784
www.trustedlawoffice.com

Amanda Achong is an attorney whose practice 

concentrates in the areas of trusts, estates, and elder 

law. She is a graduate of some of the top universities 

in the country. She devotes her time to estate 

planning for the middle class, charging moderate 

fees, and then getting referrals from happy clients.

$50000* $65000*
(plus incidental costs)

The Cost of a Revocable Living Trust
Single Person Married Couple

• Florida State University

• Western Michigan University
Cooley Law School 

Call 561-459-5356
The patient and any other person responsible for payment has the right to refuse 
to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for payment for any other service, 
examination or treatment that is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of 
responding to the advertisement for the free, discount fee, or reduced fee service, 
examination or treatment.

Simply Men's Health, the leader in Men's sexual health, 
REVOLUTIONIZED the treatment of ED with the introduction 

of RejuvaWAVE ® in 2015; now introducing 

RejuvaMAX 
TM

non-surgical penile enhancement

Simply Men's Health, the leader in Men's sexual health, 
REVOLUTIONIZED the treatment of ED with the introduction 

of RejuvaWAVE ® in 2015; now introducing 

RejuvaMAX 
TM

non-surgical penile enhancement

SimplyMensHealth.com

INCREASE YOUR GIRTH IMMEDIATELY
• No Surgery • No Incisions • No Scars

100% safe in office procedure

3301 NW 2nd Ave Suite 101, Boca Raton, Florida 33431
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then be processed in a centrifuge to concentrate the 
platelets. These concentrated platelets will be injected 
back into your scalp, stimulating hair growth. Even with 
all the drawings and injections, PRP is painless thanks to 
the local anesthesia we’ll apply. All it takes is one hour 
and one treatment, to start your journey to a fuller head 
of hair. 

PDOgroTM

Like PRP, our cutting-edge PDOgroTM procedure couples 
PRP with our state-of-the-art thin and absorbable 
polydioxanone threads. PDOgroTM will stimulate 
endogenous collagen production, elastin, hyaluronic 
acid, new blood vessel formation, and fibroblast activity 
as an FDA-cleared synthetic absorbable material. You’re 
probably thinking, “That’s cool, but how does that help 
my scalp?” Well, when bonded with PRP, hair regrowth 
will begin. This process has been clinically shown to be 
more effective than a singular PRP session. 

TED
I’m not talking about TED Talks here but TransEpidermal 
Delivery (TED sounds much better, I know). TED 
painlessly serves as an outlet for growth serum delivery 
into your scalp. Within this serum, your scalp will receive 
amino acids, dynamic growth factors, and cutting-edge 
peptides that, in turn, increase blood flow, secure hair 
fibers, and stimulate hair follicles for optimal scalp 
health. Say hello to thicker and stronger hair.

Blame It On DaD

W
e can thank Dad for plenty 
of things this Father’s Day. 
From teaching us how to 
throw a football with the 

perfect spiral to the proper way to shave, 
the father-son bond is one that can’t be 
explained but rather felt. 

Exploring Dad’s Genetic Influence  
in Hair loss

With all of the great things that dad has provided us 
through the years, there’s one thing that we aren’t so 
thankful for — the emotional toll of hair loss. It's not just 
about the physical change, but also the impact on our 
self-esteem and confidence.

Every June, I dedicate my article to all the men to shed 
some light on the impact of a father’s genetics on hair 
loss. You don’t have to be a dad yet to be weary of your 
hairline. Some men experience this phenomenon in 
their late teens to early twenties. And if you think it’s 
just you going through this, here’s some perspective — 
nearly a third of the male population experience hair 
thinning before age 35. The number jumps to half of 
men by the time they reach half a century. 

While being proactive about your hair’s health certainly 
has benefits, it’s hard to beat the role of genetics in hair 
loss. And no, the theory about hair loss passing down 
through the mother is, in fact, a fallacy, so you can 
delete that angry paragraph you were about to send 
mom. Hair loss can stem from either parent, making dad 
just as much of a culprit.

Male pattern hair loss can be boiled down to a simple 
combination of genetics as mentioned above mixed with 
hormones. More specifically, androgens, a substance 
that plays a significant role in the development and 
management of masculine traits. While I could delve 
into the various androgens at play, I want to focus solely 
on the most prominent fugitive in hair loss, DHT.

DHT, or dihydrotestosterone, is a chemical made from 
testosterone that in some instances, can cause men’s 
hair follicles to basically fade over time while also 
producing thinner and more fragile hair. In layman's 
terms, this is male pattern baldness or androgenetic 
alopecia. If you’ve noticed a receding hairline along with 

by Alan J. Bauman, MD, ABHRS

a sparse amount of hair up top toward the crown, you’re 
one of the many men experiencing AA. And while some 
guys can rock the George Costanza look, I understand 
wanting that full head of hair you once donned back in 
your hay day. 

And before you go pointing the finger at dad for passing 
down lower levels of testosterone compared to other 
men, your levels are more than likely normal — you’re 
just more likely to be sensitive to DHT.

You’re probably wondering how you can repay dad for 
all he’s done for you. I’m not trying to pat myself and my 
team on the back, but Bauman Medical, a trusted name 
in hair restoration, has not only dad but also your hair 
covered. We're here to promote hair growth and put 
an end to hair loss, backed by our expertise and proven 
results. Here are some of the most popular and most 
effective treatments for male pattern hair loss.

REgEnERaTivE, nOn-invasivE 
TREaTMEnTs

PRP Platelet-Rich Plasma
Give us one hour of your time, and we’ll give you back 
thicker, fuller, healthier hair. PRP, or Platelet-Rich Plasma, 
is a no-risk, high-reward procedure that harnesses the 
healing power of your own blood. Our team of experts 
will draw a tiny blood sample from you, which will 
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Hair Restoration
for Men and Women
www.BaumanMedical.com

561-220-3480

Alan J. Bauman, MD, ABHRS, IAHRS
Hair Loss Expert

With over 26 years of specialization in hair restoration, 
he offers an impressive array of state-of-the-art 
technologies, including proprietary hair restoration 
procedures, low-level laser light therapy, customized 
hair growth medications, supplements, and other 
modalities that produce excellent results. Thanks to 
his many tools, you may not even need a transplant!

Dr. Bauman's “Hair Hospital,” housed in a dedicated 
12,000-square-foot building, is recognized as one of 
the premier hair restoration practices in the country. 

As one of approximately 250 physicians worldwide to 
achieve board certification from the American Board of 
Hair Restoration Surgery (ABHRS), Dr. Bauman has 
treated over 34,000 patients. He’s also a pioneer in 
numerous technologies in the field of hair restoration, 
both for diagnostics and treatment.

In recognition of his expertise, Dr. Bauman was voted 
“#1 Top Hair Restoration Surgeon” in North America 
by Aesthetic Everything for the 8th consecutive year, 
“Top Hair Restoration Surgeon of the Decade”, and 
received the 2022 “Lifetime Achievement Award in 
Hair Restoration.”

Forbes magazine recognized him as one of "10 CEOs 
Transforming Healthcare in America" for bringing 
restorative hair treatment into the mainstream and 
pioneering robotic technologies.

Dr. Bauman is a sought-after guest expert at 
international scientific meetings and live surgery 
workshops, and a frequent expert source on national 
news and educational shows. 

Blame It On DaD

Before and after FUE Hair Transplant by Dr. Alan Bauman

Before and after PDOgroTM by Dr. Alan Bauman

by Alan J. Bauman, MD, ABHRS

The best part about TED? There are no needles and no 
pain. This is achieved by combining sound waves and 
air pressure. In less than half an hour, your treatment is 
done, and you’re on your way to that head of hair you 
once loved.

TED w/Exosomes
When it comes to hair loss, I always want to keep up 
to date, which has led me to becoming well versed on 
exosomes. The latest buzz in all things regenerative 
medicine, exosomes play an integral role in cellular 
communication. 

Much like PRP, exosomes serve as a way to cultivate hair 
growth thanks to the growth factors and proteins they 
carry. Healing and tissue regeneration come as a result 
of this, making TED with exosomes a duo almost as good 
as father and son. 

LOW-LEvEL LasER  
HaiR REgROWTH DEvicEs

Turbo Lasercap
Forget getting dad a baseball cap. Instead, opt for 
my medical grade Bauman Turbo LaserCap®! While 
I’m sure he loves repping the Marlins or his favorite 
sports team, I have a hunch he would much rather be 
repping a full head of hair. In less than half an inning of 
baseball, this medical-grade low-level laser therapy cap 
will improve his hair quality, strength, and thickness in 
only five minutes. Not only that, but it also cultivates 
hair growth, too.

nOT YOuR gRanDfaTHER’s  
HaiR TRansPLanTs

fuE
Sometimes, you have to go a bit beyond 
regenerative practices to see results. 
Some guys might hear hair transplants 
and think of an unnatural-looking do. But 
with advancements in the field, transplant 
procedures have become more effective 
and one-hundred percent natural. 

Say goodbye to that receding hairline, 
thinned-out crown, and other affected 
areas, as FUE (follicular unit extraction) 
is a fan favorite at Bauman Medical. 
With a variety of choices depending on 
your situation, we will harvest individual 
hair follicles directly from the scalp, 
in turn replacing the older, invasive 
method of strip harvesting. All of this 
is done via robotics or with specialized 
mechanical instruments, ensuring a 
safe and efficient procedure. Imagine 
the confidence and joy of seeing your 
hairline artistically restored with no 
linear scar to hide, and that's what FUE 
can offer you.

As a result, a FUE hair transplant allows follicles to be 
harvested without any linear scar to show. Not only 
that, but you will also have a rapid recovery with added 
comfort. Ditch those hair plugs that you might have seen 
grandpa don and stay with the times with FUE.

viP|fuETM

When I said FUE has options, this is what I was referring 
to. The VIP|FUE™ is all about making this procedure as 
undetectable as possible, starting with no shaving and 
no trimming. There’s no need to fret about losing those 
locs or having to get staples and stitches taken out. It’ll 
be like we weren’t even there. And to go along with it, 
the VIP|FUE™ may allow you to see immediate results 
with our “long-hair preview” because I know how 
excited you’ll be to see that mane flowing again.

LEaRn MORE
With all of these choices, I can imagine it’s hard to pick 
which one suits dad the best. Save the hard decision 
making for him by giving him a Bauman Medical gift 
e-card available on our eStore. And for the sons out 
there, there’s no time like the present to protect your 
scalp from dad’s gift of hair loss. No matter what you 
choose for dad and yourself, just know that the Bauman 
Medical Team and I are here for you and your scalp.

Call 561-220-3480 or point your 
camera at the QR code below to 
schedule a private one-on-one in-
person or virtual consultation at  
www.baumanmedical.com.
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follow your wishes, because after 
you die, his or her relationship with 
your children could change with the 
passage of time.

Another use of a trust is to manage 
assets inherited by children who 
are not good with money. You could 
provide that the child would get only 
the income from his or her inheritance, 
for example.

Trusts can also be used to protect your 
children’s inheritance in the event they 
go bankrupt, divorce, or face a lawsuit.. 
And for persons with handicapped chil-
dren, a “supplemental needs trust” can 
be utilized, to make sure the govern-
ment simply doesn’t take the disabled 
child’s, inheritance as reimbursement 

for goverment benefits, and to make sure the child 
does not lose such benefits.

Thus, there are many reasons why a trust may be 
advisable for even a person of modest means.

 561-998-6039
for more information contact 

Offices located in Boca Raton and Fruitland Park,  
The Villages 

visit www.trustedlawoffice.com 
or call 800-731-8784.

Perhaps the most common 
misconception among the 
general public concerning 

the areas of wills and trusts is the 
notion that if a couple owns less than 
$5,000,000.00 in assets, that they 
don’t need a revocable living trust. 
This is a false notion. For example, 
I recently had a fellow come to my 
office whose mother has just died. All 
she owned was a $50,000.00 condo, 
and had a will, which read “I leave 
my condo to my child”. What could 
be more simple and clearer than 
that? Well, believe it or not, the child 
had to go through probate before he 
could get the condo, and the legal 
fee was $2,000.00, A revocable living 
trust could have avoided this.

Another reason for having a revocable living trust 
is to protect against incapacity. In the trust, you 
designate who would manage your assets in the 
event„ let’s say, you get Alzheimer’s disease. 
Without a trust, court proceedings might well be 
necessary, and a stranger could even be designated 
by the court to manage your affairs.

Further, once the decision is made to have a trust, 
the trust can in effect allow you to “rule from the 
grave”! with your assets distributed the same way 
you would have done as if you were still alive. For 
example, most wills simply say that on a person’s 
death that his or her children inherit equally.  
However, think about it – once your child inhetits 
your money, he or she is completely free to leave it 
to whomever he or she wants, such as a boyfriend, 
spouse, or other non-blood relatives. So let’s say 
your daughter dies 5 years after you, and leaves 
the inheritance she got from you to her husband. 
Even if you like her husband, this could prove to be 
a bad result, because the husband could remarry 

TrusTs Are NoT JusT For The WeAlThy

and the new spouse could have children from a 
previous marriage, and now all of a sudden your 
hard earned money is going to support kids you 
never knew. Further, if you leave your assets to 
your son in a regular will, his wife could divorce 
him and take the money. A Solution is to leave you 
assets to your children in a lifetime trust. They could 
each use the money for their normal living, but 
would be protected, and upon death, the remaining 
assets would pass to the child’s children, (your 
grandchildren), or if none, to the child’s siblings, not 
to some stranger.

Another place where trusts are extremely useful is 
in second marriage situations. If you simply leave 
your assets to your new spouse, he or she is free 
to leave the assets to his or her children, and not to 
yours, once you pass on. Instead, a trust could be 
used, so that your assets would be available to care 
for your spouse after you die, but upon the spouse’s 
subsequent death, the assets would pass to your 
children, not theirs. Don’t assume your spouse will, 

Amanda Achong, Esq. is an attorney whose practice 
concentrates in the areas of trusts, estates, and elder law.  
She is a graduate from Thomas M. Cooley Law School. 
Before opening her own legal practice, she practiced law 
under numerous well-established firms. Her experience 
has given her the expertise to be assertive in court and 
detail-oriented in her client work. She devotes her time 
to estate planning for the middle class, charging moderate 
fees, and then getting referrals from happy clients.

Sculpt Your WaY to confidence With  
emSculpt neo and exion at carroll dermatologY
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follow your wishes, because after 
you die, his or her relationship with 
your children could change with the 
passage of time.

Another use of a trust is to manage 
assets inherited by children who 
are not good with money. You could 
provide that the child would get only 
the income from his or her inheritance, 
for example.

Trusts can also be used to protect your 
children’s inheritance in the event they 
go bankrupt, divorce, or face a lawsuit.. 
And for persons with handicapped chil-
dren, a “supplemental needs trust” can 
be utilized, to make sure the govern-
ment simply doesn’t take the disabled 
child’s, inheritance as reimbursement 

for goverment benefits, and to make sure the child 
does not lose such benefits.

Thus, there are many reasons why a trust may be 
advisable for even a person of modest means.
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for more information contact 
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TrusTs Are NoT JusT For The WeAlThy

Sculpt Your WaY to confidence With  
emSculpt neo and exion at carroll dermatologY

I n a world where confidence often goes 
hand in hand with feeling good in your 
own skin, advancements in aesthetic 

procedures have become a beacon of 
hope for many seeking to enhance their 
physical appearance. 

At Carroll Dermatology, we understand 
the importance of feeling confident and 
comfortable in your body. That's why we're 
excited to introduce two revolutionary 
treatments, Emsculpt Neo and Exion, 
designed to help you sculpt your way to a 
more confident you.

Emsculpt NEo:  
Redefining Body contouring
Emsculpt Neo is a cutting-edge non-invasive body sculpt-
ing treatment that combines radiofrequency and high-
intensity electromagnetic energies to simultaneously re-
duce fat and build muscle. This revolutionary technology 
allows you to achieve results that were once only possi-
ble through rigorous workouts and strict diets.

One of the key benefits of Emsculpt Neo is its ability 
to target multiple areas of the body, including the 
abdomen, buttocks, arms, and thighs. Whether you're 
looking to tone your core or enhance the definition 
of your glutes, Emsculpt Neo offers customizable 
treatments to suit your individual goals.

Unlike traditional body sculpting procedures, Emsculpt 
Neo requires no downtime, allowing you to resume 
your daily activities immediately after treatment. 
Plus, with just a few sessions, you can start to see 
noticeable improvements in muscle tone and reduction 
in fat, helping you achieve the sculpted physique you've 
always desired.

ExIoN:  
Rejuvenate Your skin, Reveal Your Radiance
At Carroll Dermatology, we believe that true beauty 
starts with healthy, radiant skin. That's why we're proud 
to offer Exion, a state-of-the-art skin rejuvenation 
treatment that harnesses the power of fractional 
radiofrequency technology to target a wide range of 
skin concerns.

Exion works by delivering controlled energy deep into 
the skin, stimulating collagen production and promoting 
cellular renewal. This helps improve skin texture, reduce 
wrinkles and fine lines, and even out skin tone, leaving 
you with a smoother, more youthful complexion.

One of the standout features of Exion is its versatility. 
Whether you're struggling with acne scars, sun 
damage, or signs of aging, Exion can be customized to 
address your specific skin concerns. Plus, with minimal 
discomfort and downtime, you can achieve noticeable 
results with just a few quick and convenient sessions.

the carroll Dermatology Difference
What sets Carroll Dermatology apart is our commitment 
to delivering personalized care and exceptional results. 
Our team of experienced dermatologists and aesthetic 
professionals will work closely with you to develop a 
customized treatment plan tailored to your unique 
needs and goals.

From your initial consultation to your final follow-up 
appointment, we'll be with you every step of the way, 
ensuring that you feel comfortable, informed, and 
confident throughout your aesthetic journey.

take the First step towards  
a more confident You
Are you ready to sculpt your way to confidence with 
Emsculpt Neo and Exion at Carroll Dermatology? 
Schedule your consultation today and discover how our 
innovative treatments can help you look and feel your 
best. With Emsculpt Neo and Exion, the body you've 
always wanted is within reach.

At Carroll Dermatology, we believe that everyone 
deserves to feel confident and comfortable in their 
own skin. With our state-of-the-art treatments like 
Emsculpt Neo and Exion, achieving your aesthetic 
goals has never been easier. Say goodbye to stubborn 
fat and dull skin and hello to a more confident, radiant 
you. Schedule your consultation today and take the 
first step towards a brighter, more beautiful future.

DR. MaRiannE T. caRROLL 
stands as a distinguished Board 
Certified Osteopathic Physician, 
renowned for her expertise in 
Dermatology and Dermatologic 
Surgery, and holds an additional 
Board Certification in Internal 
Medicine. Since 2010, she has 
been a trusted figure in Florida's 
healthcare landscape, specializing 
in Adult and Pediatric Dermatol-

ogy. Dr. Carroll's extensive repertoire encompasses the 
gamut of skin conditions, offering adept solutions from 
common issues to intricate skin cancer treatments, includ-
ing the precision of Mohs micrographic surgery.

A proud alumna of Michigan State University, she earned 
her Doctorate in Osteopathic Medicine and completed rig-
orous residencies in Internal Medicine and Dermatology. 
Dr. Carroll, armed with a Master's in Biological Sciences 
and Nursing, has contributed to medical literature with 
published articles covering diverse topics.

Beyond her clinical work, Dr. Carroll is a compassion-
ate global healthcare advocate, actively participating in 
international missions across Europe, South, and Central 
America. She extends her healing touch to the under-
served and underprivileged, embodying a commitment 
to philanthropy. As a devoted member of professional or-
ganizations, Dr. Carroll exemplifies a holistic approach to 
healthcare, seamlessly integrating education, compassion, 
and global outreach into her impactful medical career.

Meet sTEfaniE inDELLicaTi,
a board-certified Licensed Phy-
sician Assistant specializing in 
general, surgical, and cosmetic 
dermatology. Stefanie earned her 
Masters in Physician Assistant 
studies from the University of 
Florida and further honed her skills 
through the prestigious Dermatol-
ogy Research and Practice schol-
ars program.

With a diverse background spanning emergency medi-
cine, urgent care, and primary care across Tampa and 
Southeast Florida, Stefanie brings a wealth of experience 
to her role. A proud member of the Society of Derma-
tology Physician Assistants and the Florida Academy of 
Physician Assistants, Stefanie is dedicated to delivering 
exceptional care.

As a Florida native, Stefanie's commitment extends 
to her community in West Palm, where she passionately 
crafts personalized treatment plans. Beyond the basics, 
Stefanie's extensive knowledge allows her to offer a con-
sultative approach, ensuring comprehensive care for her 
fellow Floridians from head to toe.

120 S. Olive Avenue #116,  
West Palm Beach, FL 33401

(561) 223-6238

drcarrollderm.com
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100% SAFE
Non-invasive • No Down Time

No Side Effects

Take Charge of Your healTh,  
everY WaY Possible:
At Simply Men’s Health, you not only have access 
to the best men’s health treatments, but also the 
convenience of buy now pay later options! Make 
this men’s health month your healthiest one yet 
with our all-in-one solution.

We understand that talking about men’s 
health can sometimes be seen as taboo or 
uncomfortable. However, it is crucial to break 
this stigma and openly discuss these concerns 
so that we can take charge of our health. To get 
started and claim your limited-time summertime 
savings, call Simply Men’s Health to schedule 
your men’s health appointment today.

RejuvaWAVE  
Treatment

O N E  
FREE

At Simply Men’s Health, we strong-ly believe in 
promoting healthy lifestyles and being proactive 
about one’s well-being. That is why we have 
decided to celebrate this month by offering 
a limited-time summertime special for every 
man can take advantage of – Get RejuvaWAVE® 
Shockwave Therapy for just $99*

Our Shockwave Therapy has gained immense 
popularity due to its non-invasive nature and 
numerous benefits aiding in issues such as 
Erectile Dysfunction and Peyronie’s Disease.

This innovative therapy helps improve sexual 
performance and treat erectile dysfunction 
without any surgery or medication. It uses 
precision energy waves that stimulate blood 
flow, increases stamina, and promotes tissue 
regeneration. Many studies have shown that 
Shockwave Therapy can be effective in treating 
ED with long-lasting results.

According to a study published in the Journal of 
Urology, men with moderate vasculogenic ED 
who received Li-ESWT experienced significant 
improvements in their erectile function scores, 
with a notable 79% of participants showing at 
least a 5-point increase on the International 
Index of Erectile Function (2023).

It is crucial to seek treatment from experienced 
men’s health providers to ensure the correct 
therapy is administered. As your leading men’s 
health clinic in Boca Raton for the past 10 years, 
it is our top priority to provide excellent service 
and a range of affordable treatment options that 
cater specifically to men’s needs. In addition 
to RejuvaWAVE®, Simply Men’s Health also 
offers treatment options for other men’s health 
concerns, including:

• Penis size
• Enlarged Prostate
• hair loss
• Low Testosterone
• Memory loss
• Chronic Pain

3301 NW 2nd Ave Suite 101
Boca Raton, Florida 33431

SimplyMensHealth.com

Buyer Beware: Low Quality  
Dental Implants on Market  
In recent years, the U.S. market has seen 
infiltration of clone implants from China, Eastern 
European and South American countries. Clone 
implants pose risks because: 

• Clone implants are not specifically designed 
for your mouth.

• Some contain mixed metals that can cause 
adverse reactions. 

• Higher rates of failure which can be painful 
and costly. 

Dental Implants Done Right 
Dental implants are an investment in your health 
and appearance. 

Dental Implant Specialist Dr. Lee R. Cohen uses 
surgical-grade, titanium dental implants made by 
leading manufacturers. It’s one reason why his 
patients have a 97% success rate. 

• Look and feel totally natural. 
• Precision placed with guided surgery.
• Biocompatible to bond with your body. 

Accepting New Patients

561-691-0020
Dental Implants

JunE Is MEn’s HEAlTH MonTH AT sIMply MEn’s HEAlTH
cHANGING mEN’s lIVEs,  

oNE tREAtmENt At A tImE

f
or those who are unfamil-
iar, Men’s Health Month is 
a national initiative aimed 
at raising wareness about 

the importance of men’s health 
and encouraging them to take 
action in prevention and early de-
tection of diseases. This month 
serves as a reminder for all the 
men out there that their health 
should not be taken for granted.
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RejuvaWAVE  
Treatment

SimplyMensHealth.com

Dr. Gil Wiseman  
actual patient

Real Deal  
Dental Implants
Dental implants are a hot topic. By age 45 most of 
us are missing at least one tooth. If you need one 
or more dental implants, you know there is a lot of 
information to sift through. 

Looking online you might see offers, even bargains 
for dental implants. Don’t be fooled. Dental implants 
come with risk. To ensure your dental implants last 
a lifetime, you need an experienced dental implant 
surgeon who uses only top-quality materials.

Buyer Beware: Low Quality  
Dental Implants on Market  
In recent years, the U.S. market has seen 
infiltration of clone implants from China, Eastern 
European and South American countries. Clone 
implants pose risks because: 

• Clone implants are not specifically designed 
for your mouth.

• Some contain mixed metals that can cause 
adverse reactions. 

• Higher rates of failure which can be painful 
and costly. 

Dental Implants Done Right 
Dental implants are an investment in your health 
and appearance. 

Dental Implant Specialist Dr. Lee R. Cohen uses 
surgical-grade, titanium dental implants made by 
leading manufacturers. It’s one reason why his 
patients have a 97% success rate. 

• Look and feel totally natural. 
• Precision placed with guided surgery.
• Biocompatible to bond with your body. 

Accepting New Patients

561-691-0020
website: www.pbcperio.com
location: 4520 Donald Ross Road, Suite 110
                Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33418

Dental Implants Pinhole Technique LANAP Gum Rejuvenation

Big Benefits & 
Better Living 
When you have top quality 
dental implants placed by a 
specialist, you enjoy moments 
more. Dental implants grant you 
the freedom to eat what you like, 
share conversations without worry,  
and smile for photos again. 

Welcome to Great Care 
You want a doctor with impeccable credentials 
and great communication skills. 

Every visit begins with a conversation about you. 
Your unique needs, concerns, and desires for care 
matter to us. 

• Together we review your health history.
• Discuss goals for your health and appearance.
• Make a treatment plan that meets your needs 

and budget. 

Dr. Cohen’s gentle touch, friendly chairside 
manner, and follow up communication garner rave 
reviews. 

We Care a Lot
From your first phone call to your last check up, it's all 
about you. Every visit begins with a conversation. Your 
unique needs, concerns, and desires for care matter to us.  
• Together we review your health history.  
• Discuss goals for your health and appearance.  
• Make a treatment plan that meets your needs and 

budget.  
We care for you like you are part of our family. Our team 
keeps everyone in your care circle up to date, and we 
check in to make sure you feel good once treatment is 
complete. 

Welcome to Great Care
You want a doctor with impeccable credentials 
and great communication skills. Dr. Cohen's gentle 
touch, friendly chairside manner, and follow up 
communication garner rave reviews.

About Dr. Lee R. Cohen
Dr. Lee R. Cohen, D.D.S., M.S., M.S. 
is a dual-board certified periodontal 
and dental implant surgeon.

• NYU, Doctor of Dental Surgery; 
Management

• University of Florida, Master’s of Science in
• Periodontology, served as chief resident
• Emory University, Bachelor’s in Biology
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(561) 366-7219
audiologywithaheart.com

2324 S. Congress Ave. 
Suite 2G Palm Springs, FL 33406Hearing Healthcare That You can Trust

losT youR HEARIng AId?  
HERE’s WHAT To do AsAp

losT a hearing aid? here’s WhaT To do firsT
Some hearing aids may come with a hearing aid app that 
has a “find my hearing aid” feature. This can be invaluable 
and should be the first thing you do if a quick search of 
your immediate surroundings comes up short. If your 
hearing aids have this feature, they will take you to the 
last area your hearing aids connected with your phone, 
even if the batteries in the hearing aids have died.

sTill no luCk? reTraCe Your sTePs
While this may seem like frustratingly obvious advice, 
retracing your steps just before you lost your hearing aid 
can pay off. Even if you’ve done so already, try once more. 
Give some serious thought to when you are sure you last 
had your hearing aid and what you were doing at the 
time. How did you notice your hearing aid was missing 
and where were you then? 

rePorT Your losT hearing aid
If you were in a public venue or business when you lost 
your hearing aid, either call them or visit. Good Samaritans 
are everywhere, and one of them may have turned your 
valuable hearing aid into the “lost and found.” Talk to 
someone at the venue and describe what your hearing 
aid looks like. If they don’t have it, leave your name and 
number and request a phone call if the hearing aid turns 
up. It may help to check back several times. Enlist the help 
of family and friends to help you look for your hearing aid 
at home or wherever you think it could be.

Retracing your steps can pay off if you lose your hearing 
aid.

Call Your hearing Care Professional
If retracing your steps and searching your home, office, 
car, purse or briefcase doesn’t help, contact your hearing 
healthcare provider. Most hearing aids are covered by 
warranties from the manufacturer for one-time loss and 

L ost your hearing aid? It happens more often than you might think. Hearing aids are 
tiny and can be so comfortable you may not even notice right away if one falls out.

According to ESCO, a hearing aid warranty company, some of the top reasons people lose 
their hearing aids are from simply misplacing them around the house, or they fall out while 
traveling. But that was before the COVID-19 pandemic. In the past couple of years, face 
masks have become a major culprit for why people lose hearing aids. When people take off 
a face mask, the hearing aid may inadvertently get removed, too.

“Each of those lost hearing aids was someone’s way of communicating with family, friends, 
and loved ones,” during a difficult time, notes Patrick Miller, marketing manager for ESCO, 
in a blog post on the spike in hearing aid losses during the pandemic.

damage for at least the first year and sometimes longer. 
Your provider will easily be able to tell you if you are 
covered. They also may know if your app has a “find my 
hearing aid” feature and can help you use it if you’re not 
sure how to use the app.

It is counter-intuitive, but wait a couple of days before 
panicking. Very often the hearing aids show up in strange 
places such a pair of pants you swore you weren’t 
wearing or a purse you haven’t used in forever. We often 
get another phone call, saying the hearing aid was found 
in an unexpected place. 

if You have a WarranTY
Some hearing aid wearers opt to purchase additional 
coverage for their devices through third-parties such as 
esCo or Midwest Hearing Industries. Others choose 
to add a special rider to their existing homeowner’s 
insurance to cover hearing aid loss and damage. 

If you are covered by the manufacturer or one of these 
additional options, ask your provider about next steps. 
Sometimes, you will need to supply a simple notarized 
letter for the manufacturer or insurer.

Be aware that even if the hearing aid is covered and 
you can get a replacement at no cost, your hearing 
care professional will still charge you a small fee for the 
replacement hearing aid. 

Here at Audiology with a Heart, we have partnered with 
ESCO. When your original warranty is getting ready to 
expire, you will receive a letter offering an extended 
warranty. There are typically two choices: replacement 
and repair coverage for a year or replacement only. Prices 
vary depending on the coverage you choose and the 
technology tier of the hearing aids. If your warranty has 
lapsed, you can still purchase a warranty as long as the 
hearing aids are in good condition.

PrevenTing a losT hearing aid
Knowing what to do in the event you lose a hearing aid is 
important, but most wearers would prefer to avoid loss 
altogether. Here are some things you can do to prevent 
lost hearing aids:

• If you are active outdoors or enjoy athletics, there are 
special clips available online (www.gearforears.com) 
that can help secure your hearing aids.

• Make sure your hearing aids fit snugly and properly. 
If they feel loose in the ear, tell your hearing care 
professional.

• Do not leave hearing aids within reach of kids or pets.

• Store your hearing aids in the same safe place every 
night. If they’re rechargeable, this should be easy—set 
them in the charger and nowhere else.

• Don’t get in the habit of taking your hearing aids out 
during the day and setting them aside since you will be 
more likely to misplace them or forget where you’ve 
left them. Plus, it’s better for your brain to wear your 
hearing aids all day.

• Be extremely cautious when removing your face mask 
when wearing hearing aids. Double-check they’re still 
in after you remove your mask.

• If you are the caretaker of a person who uses hearing 
aids, go over all these tips with them and set up a 
routine as much as you can for how and when they 
use and remove their hearing aids. Talk to staff if your 
loved one is in a nursing home so that they know the 
routine, too.

If you have questions, please call 561-366-7219 for more 
information.

Iwake up each morning to the 
sweet smile of my husband.  

He is right there as I amble out of the 
bed and trip on the dog. He is next to 
me as we brush our teeth.  
He waits patiently by my side as I 
brew the coffee. He is completely 
gone when I go to change the linens!  
I am alone in this endeavor.
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Bed Making Made Easy –  
With cKI solutions’ Bed madeEZ®

Iwake up each morning to the 
sweet smile of my husband.  

He is right there as I amble out of the 
bed and trip on the dog. He is next to 
me as we brush our teeth.  
He waits patiently by my side as I 
brew the coffee. He is completely 
gone when I go to change the linens!  
I am alone in this endeavor.

Changing linens is a pain, literally. Strain to your back 
from lifting and holding your heavy mattress, frustration 
as the sheets untuck before you can finish, and 
occasionally a chipped nail … bed making is exhausting. 
And it isn’t getting better anytime soon. With the 
increase in pillow-top mattresses, foam mattresses, and 
luxury coil mattresses, mattress are getting heavier by 
the year. 

The Truth about Your Mattress.
• Mattresses now average 12 ½’ high;
• They are over 15” thick;
• A king mattress can easily top 300 pounds.

So what can be done? A mattress lifter is the answer. A 
quick search on Google for “mattress lifter” and you will 
find the original mattress lifter, the Bed MadeEZ. The 
product was invented by female-owner and CEO of CKI 
Solutions, Sam Montross, back in 2012. 

What does the Bed MadeEZ do?
This aqua beauty (comes in pink too) does it all it:
• Lifts and Holds – as you insert the Bed MadeEZ 

under your mattress, it lifts the mattress for you and 
holds it up to 4 inches while you change your linens, 
giving you the time to make those famous hospital 
corners too! 

• Tucks – using the tip, you can quickly tuck sheets, 
quilts, and blankets easily for a perfectly finished 
nice, crisp edge, saving your hands and wrists from 
scraping and strain.

It is ergonomically designed to eliminate strain. The 
design includes a large round handle, allowing for 
versatility in gripping positions for either one or two 
hands.

Trust is Built in to the Bed MadeEZ.
This patented, trademarked design is:
• Independently Tested – to reduce strain on your back 

and shoulders caused by repeated lifting of a heavy 
mattress.

• recommended by osha – around the world, house-
keepers use the Bed MadeEZ to avoid injury and go 
home less tired.

• Backed by a Lifetime Warranty
• Made in the USA – and always will be made right here 

in Florida!

Bed MadeEZ is found in Major Publications!
This ingenious product has been written about in:
• Reader’s Digest – 

https://www.rd.com/article/mattress-lifter/ 
• Southern Living – https://www.southernliving.com/bed-

madeez-mattress-lifter-7109456 
• Apartment Therapy – https://www.apartmenttherapy.

com/amazon-mattress-lifter-tool-review-37184419 

Find out more at  
www.ckisolutions.com  

Email  
customerservice@ckisolutions.com

Phone

561-249-2219

Easy to Order, fast shipping!
The Bed MadeEZ can be ordered right off Amazon and 
it arrives quick! Simple to understand instructions are 
included and you can get right to business. The Bed 
MadeEZ makes changing linens and making the bed a 
breeze.

Who Benefits from the Bed MadeEZ.
The Bed MadeEZ is a game changer for anyone with:
• Back Injuries
• Arthritis 
• A heavy mattress
• Recently Undergone Surgery
• Those undergoing Breast Cancer treatments
• Pregnant Women
• Anyone at all who wants to make their bed quickly, 

professionally and without heavy lifting and fear of 
back injuries due to strain.
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A church that wants to help you live 
the life you were created for.
www.christfellowship.church

I know it’s ironic to quote a famous fast-food 
chain advertisement in a health and wellness 
magazine, but on this one – they got it right!

They understood one of the most overlooked princi-
ples of our health: the need for rest. (How they rec-
ommend fulfilling that need, and what many others 
think is where we differ...)

Most studies indicate that we operate at our best 
when we have sufficient rest. Our bodies were not 
created to be able to go without stopping and tak-
ing a break. We were designed to wear down, be re-
freshed, and go again. Rest is important for all areas 
of our lives...

PhysIcally. Sleep and metabolism are con-
trolled by the same area of the brain. Sleep releases 
hormones that control appetite. Researchers at the 
University of Chicago found that dieters who were 
well rested lost more fat. And a 2010 study found 
that C-reactive protein, which is associated with 
heart attack risk, was higher in people who got six 
or fewer hours of sleep a night.

EmotIonally. Sleep and stress have similar 
affects on your cardiovascular stress. Being well 
rested can reduce stress levels and improve your 
overall health.

Brent Myers

You Deserve 
a Break ToDaY...

mEntally. Lack of sleep can make it diffi-
cult for you to concentrate and retain information. 
When you sleep, your brain goes through all the 
activities and impressions of the day which is im-
portant for memory formation.

But what’s most interesting about rest, is that God 
knew the importance of rest long before the golden 
arches recommended it. God created us with the 
need for rest; He modeled it and even commanded it.

His Model 
“By the seventh day God had finished the work he 
had been doing; so on the seventh day he rested 
from all his work. Then God blessed the seventh 
day and made it holy, because on it he rested from 

all the work of creating that he had done.” (Genesis 
2:2-3, NIV)

God didn’t NEED rest. But he CHOSE to rest – giv-
ing us an example to follow. Think about this: if the 
Creator of the heavens and earth and the Sustainer of 
all living things was able to rest, then I think I could 
carve out some time to make sure I’m resting, too.

His Command 
““Remember the Sabbath day by keeping it 
holy. 9 Six days you shall labor and do all your 
work, 10 but the seventh day is a sabbath to the 
Lord your God. On it you shall not do any work, 
neither you, nor your son or daughter, nor your 
male or female servant, nor your animals, nor any 
foreigner residing in your towns. 11 For in six 
days the Lord made the heavens and the earth, 
the sea, and all that is in them, but he rested on 
the seventh day. Therefore the Lord blessed the 
Sabbath day and made it holy.” (Exodus 20:8-11)

This, by the way, is in the Ten Commandments. 
Consider this: of all the possible things God could 
tell us to do – if you pared them down to the “top 
ten”, most of us would start with the Ten Com-
mandments. And one of the top ten things God 
tells us to do is: REST.

As God’s creation, He knows us better than we 
know ourselves. He designed us and put us together 
so He knows exactly what we need. And with all 
that knowledge and wisdom, what does He tell us 
to do? Rest.

We should be working hard to make sure that 
we rest daily (getting a good night’s sleep); rest 
weekly (taking at least one day off from work); 
and rest annually (retreating for an extended time 
of refreshment).



Cancer doesn’t wait.
Neither do we.
When you’re diagnosed with cancer, every minute matters — 
our nearly 100 statewide locations and in-house pathology lab 
ensure that your treatment is timely and personalized. 

With lab results returned faster than the national average, our 
team of precision oncology experts takes action to quickly 
match each patient’s data with the appropriate targeted 
therapy or clinical trial. 

To learn more, visit
FLCancer.com/TimeToTreat


